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acclimate
Respond physiologically or behaviourally to a change in an environmental
factor under controlled conditions.
This should help new students acclimate to college life.

archaeopteryx
The oldest known fossil bird, of the late Jurassic period. It had feathers,
wings, and hollow bones like a bird, but teeth, a bony tail, and legs like a
small coelurosaur dinosaur.

being Being alive living.
Alien beings.

brute Fundamental, inescapable, and unpleasant.
He was a cold blooded brute.

custom Regular dealings with a shop or business by customers.
I have given this tailor my custom for many years.

dweller A person or animal that lives in or at a specified place.
The majority of urban dwellers live in small apartments.

existential Of or as conceived by existentialism.
Formal logicians are not concerned with existential matters.

extant Still in existence; surviving.
Specimens of graphic art found among extant barbaric folk.

fauna A living organism characterized by voluntary movement.
The local Mesozoic rocks and their faunas.

fungus
An organism of the kingdom Fungi lacking chlorophyll and feeding on
organic matter; ranging from unicellular or multicellular organisms to
spore-bearing syncytia.
Farmed fish often get fungus.

generally Without regard to specific details or exceptions.
Generally speaking things have been getting better.

genetically In a way that relates to genes or genetics.
Hair colour is genetically determined.
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habituate Make psychologically or physically used (to something.
She became habituated to the background music.

humankind
Human beings considered collectively (used as a neutral alternative to
‘mankind.
The origin of humankind.

intemperance Lack of moderation or restraint.
A warning about female intemperance.

lifelong Continuing through life.
A lifelong Conservative.

living
People who are still living.
The Wollemi pine found in Australia is a surviving specimen of a conifer
thought to have been long extinct and therefore known as a living fossil.

mannerism A habitual gesture or way of speaking or behaving.
He seemed deliberately to be stripping his art of mannerism.

multicellular Consisting of many cells.
Multicellular organisms.

organism The material structure of an organism.
The social organism.

physiology The way in which a living organism or bodily part functions.
The physiology of the brain.

protoplasm The substance of a living cell (including cytoplasm and nucleus.

repeat A repeated broadcast of a television or radio programme.
The first team in nineteen years to repeat as NBA champions.

repeating The act of doing or performing again.

repetition
A training exercise which is repeated, especially a series of repeated
raisings and lowerings of the weight in weight training.
I didn t want a repetition of the scene in my office that morning.

repetitive Repetitive and persistent.
Repetitive movement.

usual The thing which is typically done or present.
Their room was a shambles as usual.

vertebrate Denoting a vertebrate or relating to the vertebrates as a group.

wont (of a person) in the habit of doing something; accustomed.
Constance as was her wont had paid her little attention.

zoology The branch of biology that studies animals.
The zoology of the Pliocene epoch.
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